
Thank you for purchasing FalconEyes’ products.

For further details of our related products, please contact your 
local distributor or visit our webpage at www.falconeyes.com.hk
Thank you.
 

Please read this manual carefully before using this product.
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D) Specification

Instruction Manual
AP Series Autopole

AP-4200
AP-3280

AP-3280

AP-4200

AP-4200T

AP-3280T

AP-4200TAP-3280T/

AP-4200T
AP-3280T

The AP-3280T and AP-4200T with tripod 
legs of can be used outdoors or when 
ceiling is not available. Users can spread 
the tripod legs and tightened the screw.

Model no. Maximum loading Length

323~420cm

323~420cm

230~328cm

230~328cm

11kg

11kg

15kg

15kg



A) Features
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B) Accessories

C) Installation
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AP series Autopole is a convenient tool for 360º displaying variety of 
accessories, utilizing all available space in the photographic scene. The 
Autopole is easy to be raised up and lowered down with adjustable length 
which allows users to assemble or move it around. Literally, flexible 
combination of poles would offer the greatest way of bringing your 
creativity into full play!

Assemble all the 
tubes together with 
the hexagonal screw.

Screw the post      to the 
hole at the lower end of 
the Autopole.

After assembly and performing Step A, 
B and C simultaneously, Autopole can 
be stood up.
(In Step B, please make sure the knob is tightened before 
putting your hands off the pole.)

Grasp the Autopole and pull 
the upper part up until the 
top rubber foot of the 
Autopole compresses the 
ceiling.

Tighten the knob when 
both top rubber foot 
and bottom rubber foot 
compress to the ceiling 
and floor respectively.

Step on the post of the 
Autopole downwards 
hardly to compress the 
bottom rubber foot to the 
floor.


